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Introduction

This document is the third of four written works that specify multisystemic therapy (MST) and the quality assurance mechanisms needed to support successful implementation of the MST model. The clinical foundation of MST is detailed in a volume, *Multisystemic Treatment of Antisocial Behavior in Children and Adolescents* (Henggeler, Schoenwald, Borduin, Rowland, & Cunningham, 1998). A supervisory manual, *The Multisystemic Therapy Supervisory Manual: Promoting Quality Assurance at the Clinical Level* (Henggeler & Schoenwald, 1998), describes the structure, process, and content of MST supervision. Such supervision is designed to promote therapists' acquisition and implementation of the conceptual and behavioral skills required to achieve adherence to the MST treatment model. This document describes the role that an MST expert plays as a consultant who teaches clinicians and supervisors how to implement MST effectively and how to identify and address organizational and systemic barriers to program success. The fourth document (Strother, Swenson, & Schoenwald, 1998) describes organizational conditions and procedures conducive to the establishment of a sustainable MST program.

Weekly consultation with an MST expert is a central component of a comprehensive training and quality assurance package developed for use with providers who wish to establish MST programs. The components of this package are:

- A site assessment process designed to identify organizational and community conditions conducive to the development of a sustainable MST program (see Strother et al., 1998).
- A 5-day Orientation Training for clinicians and supervisors, the first day of which generally involves representatives of community agencies that interface with the MST program.
- Quarterly booster sessions tailored to the clinical competencies and needs of each team and supervisor and to the specific challenges of populations served by the team.
- On-site, weekly clinical supervision of the MST team provided by a doctoral-level or advanced master's-level professional who works closely with the MST consultant.
- Ongoing telephone consultation from an MST consultant for the team and supervisor.

This document focuses on telephone consultation by an MST expert, because this function is designed to support ongoing therapist and supervisory fidelity to the MST treatment model. Section I describes the expertise of MST consultants. Section II describes consultation as a teaching process and identifies consultation skills that facilitate learning. Section III lays out the structure and process of weekly telephone consultation, and Section IV describes strategies to facilitate supervisor implementation of MST supervision practices.

The Evolution of MST Consultation

In early clinical trials demonstrating the effectiveness of MST, the original developers of the model, Drs. Scott W. Henggeler and Charles M. Borduin, directly supervised the therapists, who were doctoral students in clinical psychology. In the first study that used community-based practitioners, Dr. Henggeler was geographically removed from the study site, so he provided weekly supervision to the clinicians by telephone. The supervision was case-specific and focused on designing interventions in accordance with MST principles and solving problems that prevented intervention success. When providers around the country began to request training in MST, Family Services Research Center (FSRC) faculty conducting
research on MST began to provide the 5-day orientation training, quarterly booster sessions, and weekly telephone contact to clinicians. In addition, they provided ad hoc consultation to individuals serving as clinical supervisors for MST teams. At that time, the formalization of procedures for MST supervision and telephone consultation began. As more programs sought to implement MST, it became clear to FSRC faculty that more attention to supervisory training was needed to facilitate clinician learning and application of MST between consultation sessions. This need gave rise to the specification of the MST supervision protocol (Henggeler & Schoenwald, 1998). Within a year after the first training to remote sites was offered, the FSRC research faculty realized that the extensive demands associated with providing ongoing MST consultation and training for multiple providers simultaneously would require full-time attention. As a result, MST Services, an organization dedicated to the quality-controlled dissemination of MST, was established. It began recruiting and training a cadre of doctoral-level professionals to provide this consultation and training.

Because clinical trials of MST have not measured supervisor or consultant behavior, the aspects of each that are critical to achieving therapist adherence to MST are just now being identified. On the basis of experiences with more than 40 supervisors employed by a variety of organizations, a measure of MST supervisory practices has been developed and is currently being piloted. In contrast, fewer than 10 people—all of whom work for either FSRC or MST Services—have served as MST expert consultants. A multi-year study of MST dissemination scheduled to begin in fall of 1998 proposes to promote individuals from MST therapist to supervisor to consultant on the basis of demonstrated adherence to MST, outcomes achieved, and the ability to teach others to adhere to the model. In addition, empirical investigations of the relationships among consultation, MST supervision, clinician adherence to MST, and child outcomes are in the planning stages. At this time, however, the number of individuals serving as consultants is small, and specification of the critical elements of consultation (i.e., those having the most influence on supervisory practices, clinician adherence, and outcomes) is still in the descriptive stage. Consultation and supervisor training guidelines described in this document draw from the experiences of the original FSRC and MST Services consultants.

The Objectives of MST Consultation

The broad objectives of expert MST consultation are:

- To facilitate clinician learning and the application of MST principles to cases when both the clinicians and the on-site supervisor are new to MST.
- To facilitate logical and critical thinking throughout the ongoing assessment and intervention process, as depicted in the MST Analytical Process (AKA, Do-Loop; see Figure 1).
- To monitor and support clinician and supervisor adherence to the MST treatment principles as teams become more experienced with MST.
- To coach supervisors how to use the MST supervision protocol effectively (Henggeler & Schoenwald, 1998) and monitor the consistency of their supervisory practices with it.
- To provide guidelines to clinicians and supervisors to incorporate specific treatment modalities into MST intervention plans.
- To provide updated information, as needed, about research related to MST, empirically supported treatments subsumed within MST, and the etiology of problems experienced by target populations served by MST programs.
- To identify organizational and service system barriers to the effective implementation of MST and to assist the team and organizational leadership, as needed, to address those barriers (Strother et al., 1998).
Figure 1

MST Assessment and Intervention Process (AKA, MST Do-Loop)
The MST Consultant As Expert

Experts, regardless of their domain of expertise, possess several characteristics. Experts (Glaser & Chi, 1988):

- Excel primarily in their own field, but not necessarily in other domains (e.g., being an expert in child treatment does not make one an expert in economics).
- Perceive large meaningful patterns in their domain.
- See and represent a problem in their field at a deeper, more principled level than novices, who tend to represent a problem at a superficial level.
- Are faster at performing skills in their domain and can solve problems with little error.
- Have superior short-term and long-term memory for material in their domain.
- Spend more time analyzing problems in their domain qualitatively.
- Have strong self-monitoring skills.

All of these characteristics describe individuals who serve as MST consultants. The expertise of the MST consultant lies in two general categories—expertise in MST itself and in teaching clinicians to think and act in accordance with MST principles at every step of the way in every case. The MST consultant must teach clinicians and supervisors to assess complex clinical problems by focusing on interactions within and between systems in the youth’s natural ecology, to design interventions consistent with the nine MST treatment principles, and to use the MST Analytical Process (AKA, Do-Loop, Figure 1) automatically.

The consultant must be able to teach clinicians to execute these tasks with each case during relatively brief consultant-clinician interactions. Clinicians have direct contact with client families and the systems in which they are embedded, and they are directly responsible for all assessment and intervention activities. Thus, their interactions with client families are both intensive and extensive. Similarly, the supervisor’s knowledge of and experience with client families is more indirect than direct, but also quite extensive. Supervisors ensure that assessments are sufficiently comprehensive (i.e., include all relevant information regarding all relevant systems), treatment goals and interventions are logically linked, interventions are consistent with MST principles, and clinicians have the skills required to implement interventions effectively. Supervisors directly observe and interact with clinicians about each case on an ongoing basis, occasionally observing clinician interaction with family members using field or audiotaped supervision.

In contrast, the consultant has no direct contact with client families and relatively limited contact with clinicians and supervisors. From the limited information available in weekly case summaries and telephone narratives, the consultant must be able to detect the critical points needed to help clinicians and supervisors move cases forward. Thus, MST consultants must be able to grasp problems at a deeper, more principled level; see deep patterns; analyze and solve problems quickly in terms of the MST principles; develop excellent short- and long-term memory; provide recommendations with a low margin of error; and engage in ongoing self monitoring (Glaser & Chi, 1988). Extensive knowledge and experience is needed to develop these characteristics.
The Consultant’s Knowledge and Experience Base

MST presents a significant departure from the treatments and services for children and families available in most communities in the United States. When an MST program is introduced to a community, numerous questions arise about the treatment model and the similarities and differences between MST and existing services. If these questions are not answered, clinicians, supervisors, and program administrators may be slow to adopt MST, which could erode the support needed from entities that refer and pay for the MST program. Consequently, consultants must have substantive expertise in a variety of treatment, service, and service system topics that arise when MST programs are introduced to a community. Consultants also must be able to convey this expertise in ways that are acceptable to the diverse audiences (families, clinicians, program administrators, advocates, and policymakers) who raise critical questions.

Theoretical and Empirical Underpinnings of MST

MST consultants must have a thorough working knowledge of the theoretical and empirical underpinnings of MST. As a result, consultants must thoroughly understand the social-ecological models developed by Urie Bronfenbrenner (1979), and the family systems theories of Patricia Minuchin (1985), Salvador Minuchin (1974), and Jay Haley (1976). The expert should be able to integrate them into MST. Systemic and ecological ways of thinking do not typify most clinical practice and agency mandated services for youth, which are generally individually oriented. Thus, consultants must grasp the tenets of ecological and systems theories and be able to explain them to audiences (clinicians, program administrators, agency heads, payers) who typically have supported the status quo of individual treatment.

The consultant must maintain up-to-date information about the empirical literature on the correlates and causes of serious clinical problems in youth, empirically supported treatment modalities, and the extent to which findings on those modalities relate to youth experiencing serious clinical problems and to their families. This knowledge base includes:

- Past and newly emerging findings from clinical trials of MST (including methods, participants, and outcomes of all studies)
- Empirically supported interventions incorporated into MST
- Findings from rigorous multivariate and longitudinal (as opposed to narrowly focused, cross-sectional, and poorly designed) studies on the causes and correlates of specific problems encountered by MST clinicians
- Developments in children’s mental health services research that are relevant to the models of service delivery (e.g. home-based, therapeutic foster care, wrap-around services, intensive case management)
- Service system issues encountered by clinicians using MST. A list of pertinent studies appears in Appendix A of this document.

Child and Adolescent Treatment Research

Consultants are familiar with empirically supported treatment models for youth who have disruptive behavior problems and with the limitations of these treatments and the research demonstrating their efficacy. Current reviews of this research (e.g., Chambless & Hollon, 1998; Hibbs & Jensen, 1996; Kazdin, 1994; Liddle & Dakof, 1995; Lipsey, 1992; Quay & Hogan, in press; Thornberry, Huizinga, & Loeber, 1995) are listed in Appendix A. Consultants know the original studies cited in these reviews well enough to understand the types of populations and procedures used to test the treatments and the implications of the findings for the treatment of youth and families with multiple problems (i.e., populations served by MST). Because MST represents a distinct departure from the clinical practices typically provided in
THE MST CONSULTANT AS EXPERT

communities, clinicians usually have numerous questions about why they should abandon their usual practices for MST. Consultants must be able to answer these questions on the basis of empirical knowledge rather than opinion or faith.

Consultants must have a working knowledge of empirically validated treatment modalities and the studies testing their efficacy because they are the primary source of information and training experiences for clinicians who lack the requisite experience to implement empirically based techniques within the context of the MST framework. During quarterly booster sessions and through phone consultation and resource materials, consultants provide clinicians with training in pragmatic family therapies, parent-child behavior management, cognitive-behavioral treatments for adults and youth, marital interventions, substance abuse interventions, and peer interventions. Consultants also help supervisors tailor on-site training experiences for clinicians who need practice with a particular modality (e.g., cognitive-behavioral techniques for depression, social problem solving skills training for adults and youth, marital interventions). Thus, consultants must know about treatment protocols and array of techniques associated with the efficacy of the treatment. As described subsequently, the consultant's clinical experience with empirically validated practices is valuable to the teaching process.

Mental Health Services Research

Consultants are familiar with the nature and outcomes of children's mental health services research. Youth and families seeking treatment in the community receive services in a variety of settings, including community health and mental health clinics, public or private hospitals, schools, and facilities operated through public mental health, juvenile justice, or child welfare agencies. "Thus, services research for children and adolescents is characterized by investigations of the interrelated conditions within which services to children, adolescents, and their families are provided [in community settings]" (Hoagwood & Hohman, 1994, p. 260). Two genres of inquiry are subsumed within child and adolescent mental health services research. One focuses on service systems; the other, on the use and effectiveness of various services delivered within those systems. For the past decade, service systems research has focused primarily on organizational aspects of service systems (Oswald & Singh, 1996), that is, on the ways that agencies and systems coordinate services, on reducing barriers to coordination through the integration (administrative and fiscal) of services across service sectors (e.g., mental health, education, juvenile justice, child welfare), and on the impact of systems integration on mental health outcomes (e.g., Attkisson, Dresser, & Rosenblatt, 1995; Glisson, 1994; Glisson & Hemmelgarn, in press).

Because many communities where MST programs are introduced will have invested considerable financial, political, and philosophical capital in developing such systems of care for children and families, consultants are familiar with the nature and outcomes of research on these systems. MST programs often operate in the context of a system of care that can both facilitate and hamper the ability of clinicians to take the clinical lead with youth and families referred for MST. Consultants must be familiar enough with the tenets of the system of care and how they have been put into effect within a particular community so that they can help MST therapists and program administrators make the MST program successful.

A second major thrust of mental health services research focuses on service utilization and effectiveness. Utilization research includes epidemiological studies that examine the nature of the population in need of services (i.e., number and demographic characteristics of youth and families, nature of their mental health needs, types of services available and utilized) and the factors (geographic location, cost, reimbursement methodologies) that affect the use of those services. Effectiveness research focuses on which services work in real world conditions, for whom, in which service settings and service sectors, and at what cost. Consultants must be familiar with the variety of family preservation services, therapeutic foster care, individualized or "wrap around" services, respite care, crisis care, family support services, and intensive case management provided to children and families. (Appendix A lists relevant reviews by Burns,
Hoagwood, & Maultsby, 1998; Kutash & Rivera, 1996; Reddy & Pfeiffer, 1997; Schoenwald & Henggeler, 1997). Although these new community-based models of service delivery (e.g., respite, wrap-around, etc.) have proliferated rapidly, research on their effectiveness is sparse, and controlled studies of these services are rare (Jensen, Hoagwood, & Petti, 1996).

In addition, the consultant should have working knowledge of the nature of the differences between treatment efficacy research and mental health service effectiveness research and the gap between research and practice that developed as a result of these differences. Critical discussions of this topic have been written by Kimberly Hoagwood and her colleagues at the National Institute of Mental Health (Hoagwood, Hibbs, Brent, & Jensen, 1995; Jenson et al., 1996), Barbara Burns and colleagues at Duke University (Burns, Hoagwood, & Maultsby, 1998; Burns, 1996), Scott Henggeler and colleagues at Medical University of South Carolina (Henggeler, Schoenwald, & Pickrel, 1995; Schoenwald & Henggeler, in press), and John Weisz and colleagues at the University of California-Los Angeles (Weisz, Donenberg, Han, & Kauneckis, 1995; Weisz, Donenberg, Han, & Weiss, 1995; Weisz, Han, & Valeri, 1997).

Clinical Expertise

To date, MST consultants have had a broad array of clinical experience conducting systemic and ecological interventions with children and families in community based settings such as homes, schools, and community-based clinics. Among the treatment modalities in which clinical experience is helpful are: strategic (Haley, 1975) and structural (Minuchin, 1974) family therapies; behavioral family system therapies (Alexander & Parsons, 1982; Robin & Foster, 1989); parent-child behavior management techniques; marital therapies; cognitive-behavioral interventions for adolescent social problem solving, social skills deficits, and depression; and cognitive-behavioral interventions for depression in adults (Beck, 1995). Experience providing training and structured supervision to clinicians in one or more of these modalities also is highly desirable.

To gain clinical experience with the MST model of treatment, most people who are MST expert consultants have been supervisors in ongoing clinical trials of MST or have carried MST cases of their own under the supervision of Dr. Henggeler or a supervisor trained by him. Field experience conducting MST and providing MST supervision is recommended highly for anyone who eventually will serve as an MST consultant.

Expertise in the Consultation Process

Demonstrated competency at implementing MST does not necessarily guarantee the ability to teach others effectively to develop and execute that competency. MST consultants receive training in the consultation process itself. The training is largely experiential. It involves live observation of consultation, role-played practice of telephone consultation, and expert review of consultation tapes when the novice consultant begins working with teams. The live observation is structured incrementally. The consultant trainee begins by observing seasoned consultants during telephone consultation. Structured pre-consultation briefings are held to orient the trainee to the team members, cases, and objectives that the consultant has for each clinician on the team and for the consultation hour.

Debriefing occurs after each observed consultation, and the consultant trainee has time to ask questions and make observations. Next, the consultant trainee prepares to meet with a seasoned consultant as if it were his/her own consultation and compares his/her assessment of the proposed objectives and possible techniques to meet them with those developed and executed by the seasoned consultant during the consultation hour. As the trainee’s assessment of the consultation objectives for a particular team begins to converge with that of the seasoned consultant, role-played practice of the consultation hour begins. The seasoned consultant takes the role of one or more of the clinicians the trainee has heard and the trainee
takes the consultant role. Some trainees need relatively few practice opportunities before in vivo consultation begins, but others require more frequent role-played practice (several times per week) for a more extended time (up to a month).

If the trainee will be inheriting a team previously served by a seasoned consultant, the latter takes the lead in preparing the supervisor, team, and managers of the organization (if needed) for the transition. Similarly, the senior consultant ensures that the trainee is well-versed on how well individual clinicians and the supervisor adhere to the MST treatment principles, use the Do-Loop, and engage in the consultation process. The senior consultant should provide well-organized records of the team’s case summaries and consultation recommendations to the consultant taking over the team. Typically, the transition is made by having the seasoned and trainee consultant conduct one or two consultation sessions conjointly before the new consultant takes over the team entirely. When the trainee is the first consultant for a novice team, he/she prepares the team for the consultation process during the orientation training week.

Once in vivo consultation begins, a seasoned consultant reviews the trainee’s audiotaped consultation sessions with all teams on a weekly basis. Within two or three months, the seasoned consultant generally reviews just those segments of each tape that the trainee feels were particularly challenging or successful. This process requires that the consultant trainees should be able to review their own tapes and identify the strengths and weaknesses in their performance (self-monitoring expertise). The goal of this targeted review is for assessments done by the consultant trainees and the seasoned consultant to match with respect to the strengths and weaknesses in each taped segment of the trainee’s consultation. When convergence is reached consistently (usually, this has occurred within about 6 months), the expert reduces his review of the audiotapes to once a month and the trainee’s peers begin to review the audiotapes monthly. During peer-reviewed audiotape sessions, consultants listen to segments of each other’s tapes for evidence of consistency of consultation practices across consultants. In addition, the peer consultants identify patterns of consultant behavior that contribute to the success of a particular clinician, supervisor, or team or to the challenges faced by that team.
To ensure that consultation is effective, consultants must be able to do several things quickly and with a relatively limited amount of clinical information (hence the relevance of the characteristics of experts enumerated at the beginning of the previous section). Most of the clinical information is derived from clinicians’ case summaries and telephone narratives. On the basis of this information and using their expertise, consultants must accomplish the following:

• Identify which tasks on the Do-Loop (Figure 1) clinicians are executing, and evaluate whether the tasks are appropriate and whether the clinician is aware of where she/he should be with respect to the tasks on the Do-Loop.
• Evaluate how well MST principles are being followed and the extent to which the clinician thinks they are being followed.
• Communicate feedback clearly and effectively to clinicians and supervisors.
• Ensure that team members understand and can use consultation feedback.
• Ensure that the supervisor understands and can reinforce consultation recommendations.
• Follow up weekly to determine whether recommendations were implemented and the outcomes of those recommendations.
• Detect and label for the team patterns in cases that may be relevant to making progress but that clinicians and supervisors may overlook when they are bogged down in details of the week.
• Evaluate how clinicians are developing with respect to implementing the MST principles and Do-Loop.
• Evaluate how supervisors are developing with respect to implementing the MST supervisory process.
• Identify organizational and systems barriers to the implementation of MST, as needed, and address these with organizational leadership.

In effect, these tasks constitute the consultant’s assessment and intervention process, a process directed more toward the behavior of clinicians and supervisors than toward the behavior of youth and families referred to MST programs. Clearly, however, an adequate understanding of the latter is required to help the clinician implement effective interventions and achieve positive outcomes. As with the working relationship between families and clinicians and between clinicians and supervisors, the consultant’s assessment and intervention tasks are executed in the context of ongoing engagement.

**Engagement of the Team**

The consultant begins to develop working relationships with clinicians and supervisors during the initial 5-day orientation training. In most cases, the consultant already has developed a telephone relationship with the organization’s supervisor and key management and leadership staff before the orientation train-
ing. This occurs naturally because the consultant coordinates the training arrangements with the organization once the site assessment process is completed. During the orientation week, the consultant begins to form preliminary impressions of the professional experiences and personal strengths of individual clinicians and of their initial receptivity to the theory and principles of MST. The consultant may even begin to develop hypotheses about how the clinicians’ experiences may help or hinder the adoption of MST. The variety of didactic, role-play, and group exercise activities provided during the training week provide opportunities to observe clinicians’ ways of thinking about the causes of serious problems in youth, including theoretical orientation, clinical skills, support of other clinicians, and openness to recommendations from peers and the consultant.

Similarly, clinicians form preliminary impressions of MST and of the consultant(s) who provide training. At the very least, the consultant should demonstrate mastery of the materials presented during each module of the orientation week. In addition, the consultant should begin to demonstrate his/her potential value to clinicians in several ways during that week. The formation of this perception is critical because most clinicians are professionals who have not previously been required to participate in continuous supervision, much less in consultation with an “expert” who is not a member of the organization. Thus, the consultant must demonstrate to the clinician the value not only of MST, but also of him/her self. Clinicians begin to perceive the value of the consultant when they receive quick responses to questions about their examples and see how the consultant incorporates such examples in the didactic portions of training. The consultant also should be able to address questions about similarities and differences between MST and the theories, clinical practices, and models of service delivery familiar to the clinicians. The consultant should build upon the similarities between extant practices and MST wherever possible. Consultants should reinforce questions or comments and behaviors (e.g., in role-plays, group exercises) that are consistent with MST and provide clear rationale when they disagree with an audience member’s comment or question.

Finally, the consultant’s abilities as an effective teacher contributes to how the audience perceives his/her value. Consultants should provide clear structure and expectations for the training week and for each module presented. They should identify objectives for each learning experience, provide a variety of medium for learning (didactic, role-plays, group exercises involving clinician cases), and be open to feedback about the effectiveness of presentation or other learning exercise (e.g., role-play, group exercise). In addition, consultants must manage group interactions and dynamics effectively, show genuine interest and enthusiasm for MST, and display a high level of interest and enthusiasm toward teaching seasoned professionals to implement the treatment model effectively.

The Orientation Training week introduces the structure and process of clinical supervision and the protocol for weekly telephone consultation. Consultants generally establish the regular consultation time with each team by the end of that week. In addition, the consultant reviews the structure and process of MST supervision and of weekly consultation with supervisors during the orientation training week. From the first telephone consultation, the consultant strives to maximize the value of the consultation hour for the team. Ultimately, the value of consultation lies in its ability to enable clinicians and supervisors to achieve positive outcomes. On a weekly basis, however, clinicians generally feel that consultation is valuable when the consultant quickly identifies dilemmas they are trying to resolve, articulates these dilemmas in a way that rings true for them, and provides feedback that moves case conceptualization and intervention plans ahead. The consultant may note, for example, that the clinician seems to be frustrated with a grandfather’s lack of follow-through when, in fact, there is some evidence that the grandfather is not yet “on board” with the notion of treatment. Similarly, clinicians find it helpful when a consultant verifies that their conceptualizations of a problem and the interventions that they have attempted are consistent with the principles of MST. Thus, the consultant is quick to praise and reinforce the clinician who can articulate the “fit” of the grandfather’s lack of follow-through in terms of several observable barriers, including engagement. Value is increased when the consultant helps clinicians and supervisors develop the compe-
tencies necessary to implement MST throughout the week between consultation calls. Consultation strategies for addressing case-specific, clinician-specific, and supervisory issues are presented in the following sections.

As noted earlier, expertise in the substance of MST alone does not necessarily make for effective consultation. To find a consultant's expertise valuable, clinicians need to feel that MST is helpful to them and the clients they serve. Clinicians also need to believe that the consultant respects and values their previous experience and understands the context in which they work. Thus, MST consultants should learn something about each clinician's background before and during the orientation training, throughout the first quarters of MST consultation, and during booster training sessions. In addition, consultants use a variety of Socratic and didactic methods during consultation, thus balancing the provision of direct recommendations and short (2-5 minute) teaching points with opportunities for clinicians to come to their own MST-like answers to questions. Consultants behave as professionals and engage others as professionals. Such a stance does not preclude the use of liberal doses of humor, encouragement, and even judicious admonishment that is tailored to the preferences of individuals and teams.

Barriers to Team Engagement and Strategies to Overcome Them

Occasionally, despite the consultant's persistent and creative efforts of a consultant to engage a team in the process of learning and implementing MST, some clinicians show low responsivity to consultant recommendations and requests, little evidence of change in their behavior, and slow progress with their cases. Possible reasons for a team's failure to engage with the consultant include organizational factors, supervisory factors, clinician factors, and consultant factors. At the level of the organization, concrete resources necessary to make effective use of consultation include the availability of a fax machine, and time for preparing case summaries and attending weekly telephone consultation. In addition, as described in the organizational manual (Strother et al., 1998), personnel policies and procedures pertaining to flexible working hours, compensation, and personal time must be configured to support the 24-hour, 7-day availability of MST clinicians. Also, caseload, criteria for referral and termination, and the ability of the clinicians and supervisor to take the clinical lead on cases must be negotiated with referral and reimbursement agencies before establishing the MST program. If a consultant perceives that the provider organization or inter-agency practices are interfering with the clinician's efforts to implement MST, then he/she should speak with the clinical supervisor and other key players in the organization about this perception. The consultant also should be ready to develop strategies that help the supervisor and organizational leadership address these barriers. Generally speaking, such strategies are discussed by telephone, documented for the provider organization in a summary prepared by the consultant, and re-evaluated by the consultant, supervisor, and organization administrator at a mutually agreed upon date.

The behavior of the team's supervisor may influence how clinicians engage in consultation. New supervisors sometimes do not model MST practices or reinforce consultant recommendations simply because they lack the knowledge and experience to do so. A supervisor who is new to an ecological and multi-determined approach to case conceptualization may continue to talk about the causes of referral problems in terms of a single factor or historic terms. A supervisor with significant case management experience may suggest that a therapist refer a depressed parent for individual treatment, whereas the consultant would recommend that the MST therapist implement cognitive-behavioral interventions and collaborate with the parent and a psychiatrist to determine whether medication is necessary or desired. When the consultant suspects that a supervisor simply lacks the knowledge or skill to model MST practices, the consultant should establish regularly scheduled telephone appointments with the supervisor to provide coaching in accordance with the supervisory manual. In addition, consultants may offer to review audio tapes of group supervision to gain firsthand knowledge of the supervisor's strengths and struggles and provide corrective feedback accordingly. Some supervisors fail to help clinicians use consultation effectively because they are wedded to theories of intervention that are inconsistent with MST. Other supervi-
sors have begun to adopt MST themselves, but have not yet learned to provide the type of leadership and management that encourages clinicians to do so. Alternatively, lack of supervisor engagement in consultation may reflect problems in the supervisory process itself. Common barriers to effective supervision and strategies to overcome them are described in the supervisory manual (see in particular Sections I and VI).

When consultants suspect that a supervisor is not engaged in the consultation process, they should contact the supervisor. The objective of the contact is to describe the consultant’s perceptions of the lack of engagement and evidence supporting them, obtain the supervisor’s perspective, identify the “fit” of lack of engagement, and conjointly design solutions to increase engagement. For example, the consultant may note, “I asked for this time to talk because your comments during the consultation seem to suggest that you don’t agree with the recommendations I’m making.” The consultant should be prepared to provide evidence to support this statement, citing specific examples from telephone consultations. The consultant then invites discussion regarding possible factors explaining the “fit” of the disagreements. A supervisor may be having difficulty reconciling his/her previously held theoretical orientations with MST, or he/she may not understand the rationale underlying consultation recommendations (see subsequent section on effective communication of consultant feedback). On the other hand, the supervisor may be struggling to master the management and leadership aspects of her/his position, and having difficulty attending to the substance of MST. Strategies to help supervisors with these difficulties appear in the MST supervision manual (Henggeler & Schoenwald, 1998). Similarly, clinician factors that hamper the effectiveness of supervision (e.g., theoretical orientation, failure to see role in team, lack of skills, etc.; see Henggeler & Schoenwald, 1998) also may result in poor use of consultation. Consultants should obtain the supervisor’s understanding of the “fit” of a clinician’s lack of engagement in consultation and work with the supervisor to design supervisory and consultation strategies to enhance active engagement in consultation.

Finally, the consultant’s behavior may contribute to a team’s lack of engagement in consultation. First, consultants must possess adequate expertise in MST to help the team adhere to MST principles and improve progress toward positive case outcomes. And, as noted earlier, the consultant should convey respect and collegiality, make consultation enjoyable, and be able to balance Socratic and didactic methods to create teachable moments whose impact can be generalized across cases and clinicians. Our experience to date suggests that consultants who lack one or more of the following are perceived as unhelpful by teams and may not be effective:

- Adequate knowledge base and experience related to MST
- Management skills needed to make most productive use of the consultation hour
- Ability to balance assertive leadership with openness to team suggestions
- Flexibility to tailor teaching techniques to a particular clinician’s strengths and weaknesses

The development of the knowledge base and clinical experience relevant to MST was described previously. The following sections describe three broad competencies that seem to help consultants apply their substantive expertise in MST in ways that facilitate clinician and supervisor implementation of MST. These broad competencies are: pattern detection, effective communication of feedback, and assuring that clinicians understand and can implement the feedback.

Skills Central to the Consultation Process

Pattern Detection

Consultants must be familiar enough with the details of cases to be able to detect the patterns of behavior among key players in the youth’s ecology that are most salient to MST case conceptualization and intervention. For the consultant, this information is embedded in the weekly narrative and written accounts
that clinicians and supervisors provide. As well, the consultants’ extensive experience with MST cases (consultants are responsible for 100-140 cases at a time) and expertise in the etiology and treatment of complex problems in youth enable them to make hypotheses about what may be relevant to a particular case. Importantly, consultants must be able to detect patterns of behavior in therapists and supervisors that support or detract from MST adherence and from progress toward outcomes. Consultants must be able to develop recommendations to support adherence at the case, clinician, supervisor, and team level, and to detect organizational and systemic factors that may detract from the successful implementation of MST.

At the case level, the consultant begins with a conceptualization of the “fit” of referral problems and the strengths and needs in each system in the youth’s ecology that the clinician describes on consultation forms and during telephone sessions. On the basis of experience with MST cases, however, consultants often can extend a team’s case conceptualization beyond the information that becomes apparent to clinicians on a piecemeal basis (i.e., after each contact with family, teachers, peers, etc.). When clinicians report interactions as if they were discrete and unrelated events, consultants, by virtue of their expertise with MST, can help clinicians to see patterns of interaction relevant to an engagement problem, referral problem, or barrier to intervention’s success. For any given case, the consultant is able to build, from the pieces of information provided by the clinician and team, a puzzle that incorporates important details about the youth’s ecology from information that the team and clinician provide. In contrast with the clinicians, however, the consultant often is able to build the puzzle more quickly because she/he can compare almost automatically the details with similar cases, MST principles, and their knowledge of research on the problem. Although each case is unique in some ways, the consultant’s “deeper understanding” (Glaser & Chi, 1988) of MST and of youth and families with complex problems enables her/him to conceptualize the fit of treatment advances and barriers rapidly and comprehensively. In addition, consultants track intervention success, failure, and partial success and help teams to identify patterns in their approaches to intervention that are more or less effective with particular families. Such a perspective is sometimes difficult for clinicians to retain when they are focused on implementing interventions and managing the sequel of unsuccessful interventions.

At the level of the clinician, the consultant assesses the clinician’s strengths and weaknesses with respect to the application of all nine MST treatment principles and with respect to his/her ability to “think through” the treatment process depicted on the Do-Loop. The consultant also teaches the new MST supervisor how to assess whether a clinician has mastered the MST assessment and intervention process (Do-Loop) and whether the clinician’s interventions conform to MST treatment principles. Such coaching generally occurs in the context of separate telephone contacts, and it may include the development of written materials to assist a particular supervisor in tracking clinician progress with respect to adherence to the treatment principles and implementation of the steps in the Do-Loop. This topic is discussed further in Section IV of this document. Also described in that section are supervisor training strategies implemented by MST consultants.

During the consultation hour, the consultant also listens to see if the questions and recommendations that the supervisor raises are consistent with MST. Does the supervisor suggest that clinicians re-examine the “fit” of presenting problems when only one fit factor is identified? Can the supervisor provide concrete tips for increasing engagement when the consultant observes that engagement seems to be a problem in a given case? To what extent does the supervisor agree or disagree when a consultant provides evidence that a clinician continues to try various interventions without assessing the barriers to intervention success? During periodic, scheduled telephone contact with the supervisor, the consultant discusses how group supervision is progressing and whether any challenges to the implementation of MST supervision practices (see Henggeler & Schoenwald, 1998) exist. In addition, the consultant may suspect, on the basis of the case summaries provided by clinician and team interaction on the phone, that the supervisor is having difficulty implementing MST. The consultant collaborates with the supervisor to develop a plan to change
and monitor supervision. This plan may include periodic review of audiotaped group supervision sessions by the consultant, development of specific supervisory objectives to be met within a certain time frame, and more frequent individual consultation with the supervisor.

Effective Communication of Feedback

The consultant's ability to communicate clearly and effectively with clinical teams can be facilitated using several strategies. One general strategy used throughout the telephone hour is that of verbally labeling consultant behavior. The consultant's ability to label what she/he is doing in the context of a particular interaction is important for several reasons. First, labeling helps prepare clinicians to listen for a particular line of inquiry or recommendation, thereby increasing the likelihood that the inquiry will be productive or that the recommendation will be heard and understood. Second, labeling can serve as a proxy for the types of nonverbal behavior and visual cues that might otherwise signal that the consultant is about to speak to a particular point on a clinician's case. That is, if the consultant and team could see each other, the consultant could point to a fit circle on the case summary, signal that she/he is about to speak, and so on. Without this visual contact, the consultant verbalizes the intent to address a particular point. Third, given the complexity of cases referred for MST and the number of cases discussed in a given consultation hour, team members often perceive each detail of a case as equally important. The consultant, on the other hand, often has identified key patterns in family or clinician behavior as salient to developing an adequate case conceptualization or prioritizing intervention strategies. The onus is on the consultant to “make room” in the clinician’s telephone narrative to address the more critical points. When the consultant does not label his/her intention to do so, clinicians often fail to understand why the consultant is focusing on a particular point, experience the consultant’s focus as arbitrary and therefore disregard it, or understand the point but disagree that it is of particular importance. Fourth, labeling may enhance clinician and supervisor learning and generalization of the MST principles and analytical process. By announcing why the consultant is focusing on a particular point, she/he is modeling the process of moving from diffuse or marginally organized thinking about case events to more focused case conceptualization or intervention. Thus, a consultant should routinely:

- Identify the specific aspects of team members’ telephone narrative or case summaries that prompt a particular recommendation
- Explain briefly the rationale for focusing on a particular point, using MST principles, the analytic process (Do-Loop), and relevant information from this and other cases
- Ascertain whether the team can see the value of the point and use it

For example, when a clinician describes a variety of encounters with a stepfather and is unaware that the description could signal an engagement problem, the consultant may say, “I’d like to stop you for a minute to discuss these meetings with the stepdad because it sounds like there may be problems with engagement.” Or, after hearing a few minutes of narrative about a parent-child intervention that was designed to decrease conflict but appears to be failing, the consultant may say, “From your description of the interactions between Dad and Keith, I think we need to revisit the fit of the conflict.” With new teams in particular, clinicians tend to describe all details about cases as if they are equally important and often do so in ways that reflect numerous violations of MST principles. Thus, it is often necessary to actively manage clinicians and periodically interrupt them. To do so respectfully, it is helpful to label the consultant-clinician interaction rather than simply jumping in with recommendations. In our experience, recommendations provided in the absence of a ready listener are rarely implemented. Thus, the consultant may say to a clinician, “Terry, I’d like to interrupt your description of last night’s family fight because I think it is just another example of a pattern of family conflict we had previously identified, and we need to get to intervention strategies to reduce that conflict quickly. Can you shift gears with me for a minute?”
When labeling the rationale for specific recommendations, consultants should be able to refer to one or more of the MST principles and/or to a task on the Do-Loop. Thus, a consultant may say, “I hear that you’re implementing parent-child behavior management interventions without having really engaged mom or understanding clearly the multiple factors that contribute to her lax parenting, so I think we should spend a few minutes right now going back to engagement and fit.” The consultant also frames feedback in terms of a specific MST principle:

It sounds like you’ve done a good job engaging grandmother because she now pages you to ask for help, but as long as she needs you at the house when she’s getting ready to enforce a consequence, we haven’t done what it takes to change the ecology to support change after you’re gone. So the next step is to figure out what it will take to enable her to effectively enforce the consequence when you aren’t there. Remember, Principle 9–interventions should be designed to generalize and maintain treatment gains over time.

A second strategy that enhances the effectiveness of consultant communication is to understand the “fit” of clinician behavior before recommending alternative courses of action. The shorthand for this strategy is “ask, then tell.” A consultant may ask, for example, “What prompted you to focus on the relationship with Monica’s boyfriend?” before suggesting that the focus be redirected. Consultant inquiry about the rationale for a clinician’s behavior accomplishes several purposes. First, the inquiry conveys respect for the clinician’s efforts. Mutual respect between the clinician and consultant is needed for clinicians to remain open to the consultant’s feedback. Second, from the responses the consultant learns the extent to which clinician case conceptualization and intervention skills are developing along MST. In particular, responses suggest specific tasks on the Do-Loop, specific MST principles, or present particular challenges for the clinician. Third, the consultant reduces the risk that the clinician is complying without understanding. Such compliance not only hampers the consultant-clinician working relationship, but also impedes the clinician’s deeper understanding of MST principles and practices. Finally, upon hearing a clinician’s rationale for taking a particular course of action, the consultant may withhold a previously developed recommendation. Although different in detail from the consultant’s recommendation, the clinician’s decision may be worth pursuing, as long as it is consistent with MST principles and current case priorities. Moreover, as with clinician interventions with families, if a strategy is designed by the person who must implement it (in this case, the clinician), generalization is more likely to occur.

A corollary of the “ask, then tell” strategy is. “Tell why you’re asking.” The consultant should ensure that the team understands the rationale for his/her pursuit of a line of questioning. Cues that the team may not be following the logic of consultant questions include: other team members guessing at answers; the supervisor repeatedly restating the question for the clinician; and, most obviously, the clinician indicating that she/her does not understand the question. For example, in one case a clinician seemed to link a mother’s new relationship with a boyfriend to the recent school suspension of the referred youth. Initially, the consultant began to ask questions about the new relationship, then switched to asking about the sequence of events leading up to the suspension. The clinician answered, but with little indication that she understood how these answers would help her move forward. Instead of asking about the details of the mother’s relationship with her boyfriend or the events that led up to the son’s school suspension, the consultant might have said, “I’m unclear about the connection between the mother’s relationship with the boyfriend and Stan’s school suspensions. Can you describe the connection for me?” If the clinician is unable to do so, the consultant may indicate that she/he is going to ask some clarifying questions to help the team better understand what, if any connection, exists between the new relationship and the referral behavior.

A third strategy to enhance consultant communication is the balancing of Socratic methods of consultation with more directive or didactic teaching. Socratic methods involve asking clinicians questions that enable them to come to their own conclusions. Such questioning requires that the consultant already has identified: (a) a particular point he/she thinks the clinician should be aware and has good rationale for
focusing on this point; and, (b) evidence that the clinician has been able to successfully engage in such a
guided discovery process on the phone. This type of questioning is distinguished from questions the
consultant asks simply to gain information that he/she needs to help a team think about assessment or
intervention strategies (i.e., “How often do these blow-ups occur?”; or, “Which problem was the mother-
daughter mall trip supposed to address?”). Socratic methods are valuable because teachers are more likely
to internalize the teaching points when they have gone through the process of deriving their own answers.
The potential problem with relying primarily on Socratic methods is that learners must possess a certain
level of awareness and competency in the subject matter to make effective use of the questioning process.
A novice to physics, for example, cannot rely on Socratic methods to learn that subject because he/she has
no knowledge or experience from which to draw possible answers. Similarly, when clinicians are accus-
tomed to thinking about youth behavior problems in terms of theoretical orientations inconsistent with
MST (e.g., psychodynamic, Bowenian family therapy, 12-step programs for substance abuse), they are
likely to generate answers to consultant questions that reflect their past experience, rather than the prin-
ciples of MST. Consultants should balance the use of Socratic and didactic methods during the consulta-
tion hour on the basis of each clinician’s demonstrated ability with MST.

To maximize the efficiency and value of the consultation hour to the team (and the families it serves), the
consultant should judiciously monitor the time and effort required (on behalf of both consultant and
clinician) to lead a clinician to his or her own answers through questioning. Sometimes, consultants try a
variety of questions with the intention of leading the clinician to an MST-like answer about some aspect
of a case. Feedback from clinicians suggests that this type of questioning process can be seen as a hunting
expedition: The clinicians sense that the consultant is hunting for a particular answer, but they don’t know
what the answer is, even after several interchanges. Such hunting expeditions often are frustrating to the
team. If a clinician has been unable to respond to the consultant’s efforts to uncover answers consistent
with MST for him/herself after two or three interchanges, the consultant tells the clinician the point that
he/she is trying to make, assures that the clinician understands it, and moves on.

Ensuring Reception of Feedback

Ensuring that clinicians and supervisors have understood and can apply the recommendations of the
consultant is a third obligation of MST consultants. To this end, consultants often ask clinicians to sum-
marize briefly the major points they think the consultant has made. In addition, consultants ask what
clinicians will do with a case as a result of a particular recommendation, sometimes including the steps
they will take in the next week. Consultants also elicit supervisor support for specific recommendations
during the consultation hour. The consultant may suggest that the supervisor and clinician get together
after consultation to map out the details of an intervention strategy broadly outlined by the consultant:
After recommending for the second week that a clinician named Terry should expand her focus beyond
parent-child interactions to include marital issues, a consultant suggested, “Sarah, could you get together
with Terry to go over the approach to the first marital session?” The consultant would then check with
Sarah (the supervisor) about Terry’s progress with implementing marital interventions. This follow up
would be done during regularly scheduled (generally bi-monthly or monthly once supervisors are experi-
enced in MST) supervisory consultation.

In addition, consultants monitor the extent to which their own preparation, in-session behavior, and fol-
low-up strategies incorporate techniques to ensure that they and supervisors understand their recommend-
ations. This process is described in further detail in the next section. To monitor their own abilities at
pattern detection, effective communication, and ensuring reception of feedback, consultants record weekly
recommendations made for each case and the extent to which the recommendations were followed by
team members during the subsequent week (as described below). Consultation with a senior consultant
(using audiotapes of consultation sessions, described earlier) provides opportunities to receive corrective
feedback regarding the consultation process. Finally, clinicians and supervisors provide consultants with feedback regarding the extent to which consultation is perceived as helpful in the achievement of case outcomes. Such feedback typically occurs informally, during or after a particularly helpful or difficult consultation hour. Supervisors also inform consultants of the team's perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses of consultation during regularly scheduled consultant-supervisor telephone meetings.
The Structure And Process Of Weekly MST Consultation

Preparing for Consultation

Review of Case Summaries

As mentioned earlier, the consultant describes the purpose and structure of weekly telephone consultation to clinicians and supervisors during the initial Orientation Training. Following the instructions given during that week, the consultant should receive weekly summaries for each case 24 to 48 hours prior to consultation. For new cases, consultants receive the Initial Contact Sheet (see Figure 2), which contains information about the reasons for referral, a genogram, and the desired outcomes of the family, referral agency, and other key stakeholders. The clinician assessment of strengths and needs in each system of the youth’s ecology is part of this summary. As clinicians gain new information about strengths and weaknesses in each system, the consultant updates her/his copy of the Strengths/Needs Form. During each subsequent week, the consultant receives weekly case summaries (see Figure 3). The consultant reviews each summary, noting case-specific questions and recommendations prior to the consultation hour. In addition, clinician-specific objectives (see below) may be noted on these summaries. The consultant files summaries for each active case separately. When clinician progress with a particular case seems slow or intermittent, the consultant should review all or most of the accumulated summaries for that case (including consultation recommendations and outcomes of those recommendations) to help detect trends that might account for the unsatisfactory progress.

In addition, consultants often recommend that clinicians develop and fax “fit circles” to track their assessment of factors sustaining one or more referral problems or barriers to change. The center of the circle contains the identified target behavior (e.g., marital conflict, maternal inconsistency with rules and consequences, youth aggression with peers), and all factors thought (on the basis of evidence observed by and/or reported to the clinician) to contribute to that behavior are depicted on arrows pointing to the circle. Often, several circles identifying related but not identical problems are drawn on a single page so that clinicians can see whether a particular factor (e.g., parent’s long work hours, contentious teacher-parent link) contribute to several problems. Consultants often draw such circles while reviewing case summaries in preparation for the consultation hour or listening to clinicians describe case events on the phone. The resulting diagrams are described or faxed, depending upon the team’s preference.

Developing Consultation Objectives

Armed with previous weeks’ case summary forms, notes about additional information presented by clinicians on the phone, and her/his log of recommendations made for each case, the consultant develops objectives for each consultation hour. Some of these objectives are specific to perceived problems with the fit assessment (i.e., incomplete, focused on individual rather than systemic factors, past rather than present-focused, etc.), intermediary goals (e.g., lack of logical connection with overarching goals, focused on factors that are not primary drivers of a particular problem), intervention strategies (e.g., inconsistent with MST principles, consistent with principles but targeting low-priority problems, incompletely developed or implemented), or barriers to treatment success in a particular case. Generally speaking,
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MST Weekly Case Summary Form

Family: ___________________ Therapist: ___________________ Date: ________________

Weekly Review

I. Overarching/Primary MST Goals

II. Previous Intermediary Goals Met  Partially  Not

III. Barriers to Intermediary Goals

IV. Advances in Treatment

V. How has your assessment of the fit changed with new information/interventions?

VI. Goals/Next Steps for the Week
detailed discussion of fit assessments and the many steps required to implement effective intervention strategies for each case occur in the context of on-site group supervision rather than during telephone consultation. Consultation is used to ensure that the assessment and intervention process is occurring as it should and that the supervisor is taking action to assist clinicians to adhere to the principles in case-specific discussions and problem-solving efforts. When the clinicians and supervisor are new to MST, however, consultants often make numerous specific recommendations for each case to ensure that engagement and progress can be achieved quickly. As the supervisor develops the skills to detect case- and clinician-specific problems and to remedy them in accordance with MST principles, consultant recommendations for each case diminish in number and specificity. Case-specific recommendations, however, can be made even with seasoned MST teams. Nevertheless, consultants should not focus in detail on aspects of cases that are being well-managed through the team’s supervision process.

The objectives that a consultant develops for each team’s hour also are derived from his/her observations of consistencies in clinician performance across cases. Within the first 3 months of consultation, differences in clinician development with respect to applying the MST principles and using the analytical process become apparent. Thus, consultation objectives often address patterns of clinician behavior that appear in several cases. When such patterns are apparent, the consultant:

- Describes the behavior that she/he sees in those cases to the clinician
- Gets the clinician’s perspective on the evidence of the pattern of behavior presented by the consultant
- Makes recommendations about what the clinician should do differently and why
- Applies the recommendation to one or two cases on the phone
- Asks the clinician to apply the recommendation to the remaining cases before the next consultation session

In addition, the consultant may suggest that the clinician consult with the team and/or supervisor in applying the recommendations from week to week. During subsequent weeks, the consultant follows up to ensure that the recommendations are being implemented.

Take, for example, a team of four clinicians and a half-time supervisor that has participated in consultation for 4 months. Like many teams, two of the clinicians seem to be progressing well in their understanding of MST, one (James) has problems applying one or more MST principles, and one (Sara) has made little progress with her cases. The consultant notices that James continues to understand the “fit” of referral problems and treatment barriers in characterological (i.e., “the mother is dependent,” “the youth has anger built up inside”) or historical (“he was abused as a child”) terms. In previous consultation sessions, the consultant has noted, “James, you’ve listed ‘dependent’ as the only fit factor for Ms. Smith’s permissive parenting style. Let’s take a minute right now to identify all the factors that might contribute to Ms. Smith’s inability to follow through with consequences.” However, this “single factor explanation” pattern continued to appear across several of James’ cases over time. Thus, the consultant developed an objective for consultation with James that read, “Expand conceptualization of fit across all cases.” Given such an objective, a typical consultant-clinician interaction would sound something like this:

“James, this is the third week your case summary indicates that the only barrier to dad’s contacting the school is his pride. Given everything else we know about this case, I suspect there are at least two or three other factors, including dad’s work schedule, the conflicts he’s had with the principal before, and the fact that Toby (his son) is actually attending school for the first time in months, so meeting with the school may not seem urgent. There may be others. I’ve also noticed you’ve listed single factors as barriers to change in your other cases pretty consistently (consultant gives examples). Do you understand what I’m saying? (Consultant gets clinician’s feedback).
My objective is to help you to expand your conceptualization of barriers so that they are more consistent with MST no matter which case we're talking about. For starters, let's try the Smith case for a few minutes. Then, please work with the team on the Jones and Williams case before the next consultation session.

Sara, on the other hand, seems to be experiencing more pervasive difficulties with implementing MST. She has made little progress toward outcomes in any of her cases and attributes this lack of progress to a variety of "crises" in each case that require her attention. Such crises include family conflicts that end in verbal threats of violence, as well as more concrete circumstances such as the death of a relative in another town, changes in the employment of a parent figure or the delivery of an eviction notice. In periodic telephone discussions with the supervisor, the consultant confirmed that Sara seems to have an inordinate number of "crises" on her hands and that a disproportionate amount of group supervision time is spent problem-solving these crises. In addition, Sara seeks individual supervision far more frequently than other team members. The supervisor acknowledged that the situations seem important at the time and that he hadn't noticed the pattern identified by the consultant. With the supervisor's agreement, the consultant developed a consultation objective that read: "Keep Sara focused on treatment goals and reduce effort expended on 'crises.'" During telephone consultation, the consultant interrupted when Sally began to describe the latest "crisis" in a family, and said:

"Sara, I've been noticing how frequently unexpected events sidetrack you and this family from the intermediary goals you've established together, and that we are no closer to the ultimate outcomes for this case even though we've worked with the family for 9 weeks. As I looked through the case summaries for your other families, I'm noticing the same pattern—for one or two weeks, some incremental progress toward one or more goals is made, and then an unexpected event takes the attention of you and the family away from these goals. Does this perception of mine seem accurate to you?"

If the clinician understands the point, (it might take one or two additional case examples from the consultant) the consultant may ask. "Let's take a minute now to discuss how this sidetracking pattern makes sense to you. If it takes more than a few minutes, please work with the team this week to identify fit factors. I'll check back with you next week about this."

Effective Use of the Consultation Hour

Effective use of the consultation hour is a responsibility shared by the supervisor and the consultant, although the consultant has the responsibility of managing the time properly. Team members are asked to prioritize their cases prior to the consultation hour, and it is the supervisor's responsibility to ensure that this occurs. When teams have difficulty doing so, the consultant describes the criteria for prioritization (i.e., cases going well need not be discussed, cases with imminent crises take priority, cases experiencing some mix of progress and difficulty are discussed next), and may help the team to prioritize during the consultation hour. If this help is still needed after several weeks, the consultant should contact the supervisor to coach her/him in helping the team prioritize their cases before the consultation. Failure to do so may indicate that prioritization is not occurring during group supervision either. If this is the case, strategies to monitor the team's supervision sessions are established by the consultant. These strategies are described in the next section.

The consultant should be able to meet the limited number of objectives that she/he had developed for each consultation, alter them if needed, and manage clinician narrative effectively. The strategies for effective communication described earlier (e.g., labeling purpose of interruption, asking then telling, labeling one's own behavior, providing rationale for recommendations, etc.) are all useful interaction management tools. When clinicians persist in providing unnecessary details (i.e., information not needed by the consultant to
help the clinician understand "fit" or develop effective intervention strategies), the consultant respectfully conveys this message. The particular style of message delivery varies in accordance with the consultant and quality of consultant-clinician relationship. One consultant may be able to effectively interrupt by asking, "Why are you telling me this?" Another may ask permission to interrupt and then point out that the new information being conveyed is not germane to case conceptualization or intervention development. If the tendency to describe details persists over time, thus limiting the productivity of the consultation hour for other members of the team, the consultant contacts the supervisor. The consultant obtains information about the pervasiveness of the excessive narrative in team and supervision interactions and the extent to which the clinician's narrative seems to help her/him understand and respond to case developments. The consultant also ascertains what, if any, strategies the supervisor has implemented to change the pattern and develops strategies to manage narrative that the supervisor and consultant can mutually reinforce.

Follow-Up

Consultants track clinician attendance at supervision, cases discussed, and recommendations made during each consultation. All consultants make case-specific recommendations on the case summary form. Although a formal notation system has not been required to date, such a system is being developed. Because consultants serve a dozen or more teams simultaneously, they keep a 1-to-2 page chart of all active cases on a team, grouped by clinician. Such a chart provides information quickly about consultation dates, progress or barriers discussed, and the theme of consultant recommendations. Consultants use a combination of summary charts and recommendations listed on previous case summaries to follow up on clinician response to previous recommendations. The consultant lists the outcomes of recommendations if clinicians have not been done so on subsequent case summary forms. When recommendations are not followed, the consultant ascertains why and either concurs, reissues, or revises the recommendation, depending upon the evidence regarding progress in the case.

Duration and Frequency of Consultation

As with group supervision, the purpose of the small group format for consultation is to create opportunities for team members to learn from one another's cases and from the recommendations made by the consultant regarding those cases, increase the resources available (more individuals present) for problem solving, and provide support for one another that is consistent with both supervisory and consultation recommendations. Each team of 3 or 4 clinicians and the on-site supervisor receive consultation on a weekly basis. Consultation is scheduled for an hour for teams of this size. All team members should attend each consultation session; barring illness or scheduled vacation. On occasion, a mandatory case-related appointment, such as a court appearance, may interfere with clinician or supervisor attendance for the consultation. However, clinicians should not schedule meetings with probation officers, social service staff, teachers, and families during consultation time. The supervisor and team are responsible for calling the consultant on schedule and remaining available for the full consultation hour. If one or more team members frequently is late, leaves early, or is absent, the consultant initiates contact with the supervisor to discuss the source of the problem and develops strategies to ensure regular and punctual attendance.

As described in the next section, consultants talk with supervisors regularly outside of the group consultation hour. If particularly challenging developments arise with a case, a supervisor may request a brief consultation for one or more team members between regularly scheduled consultations. Such ad hoc consultation tends to occur more frequently when a team is new to MST. If requests for such consultation continue as the team becomes more seasoned, the consultant should examine the "fit" of the requests. Do the requests indicate that the regularly scheduled consultation hour is not meeting the needs of the team? Does the supervisor lack the knowledge, expertise, or management skills to handle the issues requiring ad
hoc consultation? Assessment of the factors leading to requests for additional consultation is a collaborative process that involves consultant, supervisor, and clinicians.

When MST programs first open, clinicians typically have a caseload of one or two families for several weeks, until referrals to the new program begin to increase. Consultants can spend more time talking through engagement, assessment, and intervention strategies during these early weeks of program operation. As a clinician’s caseload increases, the consultant restructures how much detail is covered in consultation so that team members can address the major areas of concern in each case. Increasingly, the responsibility for managing the consultation hour is shared with the supervisor and clinicians as the team gains more experience with MST cases, MST on-site supervision, and the role of consultation.
Training Of MST Supervisors

Establishing Consultant-Supervisor Collaboration

Supervisor Orientation

As mentioned previously, the training of MST supervisors begins during the Orientation Training, when consultants meet for at least one evening with supervisors. In some instances, consultants are invited to assist program administrators in hiring therapists and supervisors for the MST team, and thus they may have some preliminary knowledge about the clinical, conceptual, and management skills of the supervisor before the orientation training. In the future, consultants will be promoted (in accordance with performance- and outcomes-based criteria) from the position of MST supervisor within an organization. Under such circumstances, the consultant may be quite familiar with the strengths and needs of fellow supervisors and therapists. The internal promotion process also presents challenges to the newly appointed consultant and remaining supervisors. Among the challenges to the consultant are retaining collegial relationships while evolving into a hierarchically unequal position, decreasing case-specific involvement from the level required of supervisors to that required by consultants, and filling in any gaps in the knowledge and experience base needed to serve as the primary training resource for the team. Internally promoted consultants are paired with a senior, seasoned consultant to help them manage the transition from supervisor to consultant. Supervisors and therapists who were formerly equals with the newly promoted consultant also need to adapt to their colleague’s new role. Some individuals may experience negative feelings about the person who was promoted or about the organization, for example. Program managers, consultants, and supervisors must manage the intricacies of such circumstances collaboratively in a way that facilitates a continued sense of camaraderie and common purpose (outcomes for youth and families).

The consultant is intimately familiar with the content of each section of the supervisory manual (Henggeler & Schoenwald, 1998), which lays out the procedural and substantive aspects of MST supervision, barriers to effective supervision, and strategies for overcoming those barriers. This manual is provided to supervisors before the orientation training. The supervisor orientation meeting led by the consultant that has several objectives relevant to the consultation process. These are to:

- Establish the groundwork for a close collaborative working relationship with the supervisors.
- Gain familiarity with the supervisors’ professional experiences related to clinical supervision.
- Assess the similarities and differences between these experiences and MST supervisory practices, and begin a dialogue about these similarities and differences.
- Begin to identify potential strengths and weaknesses with respect to each individual’s knowledge base, clinical experience, and leadership capacity as they relate to the role of MST supervisor.
- Assess level of “buy in” to the MST model or other ecological orientations to clinical work.
• Discuss and clarify the objectives of MST supervision (Henggeler et al., 1998, Henggeler & Schoenwald, 1998).

• Discuss the assumptions underlying MST supervision (Henggeler et al., 1998, Henggeler & Schoenwald, 1998).

• Identify the similarities and differences between MST supervision and consultation and clarify the role of the supervisor has in preparing the team for consultation.

• Answer questions about the MST supervisory manual (Henggeler & Schoenwald, 1998).

• Orient supervisors to the forms used in supervision and consultation (e.g., Initial Contact Sheet, Weekly Case Summaries) and their relationship to the ongoing assessment and intervention process (Do Loop).

• Provide concrete tips for time management, engagement of clinicians in the group supervision process, etc.

• Help supervisors prioritize the many concerns they often have when new to MST, the supervisory role, or both.

• Establish a regularly scheduled time to talk with each supervisor by telephone (generally monthly during the first year of training, though more frequent contact occurs in response as needed).

Delineation of Clinician, Supervision, and Consultation Responsibilities

Clinicians are the direct link with client families and key players in the ecologies of these families. Together, the therapist and caregiver(s) are the primary change agents in the youth’s ecology. The therapist and caregiver(s) conduct all assessment, intervention, and inter-agency linkage activities required for each case. Supervisors ensure that all activities are consistent with MST principles and that they follow the MST Analytic Process (Do-Loop). With assistance from the MST consultant, the supervisor also provides on-site training in intervention strategies unfamiliar to clinicians. Supervisors provide the ongoing technical support that clinicians need to be effective change agents that adhere to the MST treatment principles. When teams are new to MST, consultants teach both clinicians and supervisors the competencies needed to implement MST through a combination of training (orientation, boosters) and ongoing telephone consultation. As teams become more experienced and start achieving positive outcomes, consultants provide the technical support that clinicians and supervisors need to ensure that the processes between clinician and client and between supervisor and clinician are consistent with MST principles and efficient. The consultant helps the supervisor, team, and organization to handle any internal or external factors that might threaten the sustainability of an effective MST program.

The details of the supervisor’s job are described in the MST supervisory manual. Aspects of that position that compliment the consultation role are listed below.

• Ensure that clinician assessments are truly multisystemic (includes all applicable systems).

• Ensure that the ultimate or overarching goals of treatment ameliorate or greatly reduce referral problems and are measurable.

• Ensure that weekly goals are directly linked with overarching goals.

• Ensure therapist adherence to MST treatment principles in all aspects of assessment and intervention.

• Assist therapists in thinking critically (e.g., gathering evidence to support or refute hypotheses, linking interventions logically to the assessment of fit, etc.).
• Assess and address strengths and weaknesses that clinicians have adhering to the MST principles and executing the steps of the Analytic Process (Do-Loop).

• Ensure documentation meets functional and applicable standards.

• Represent the needs of the team to the MST consultant.

• Represent the needs and resources of the team to the organization and vice versa.

When teams are new to MST, consultants engage in all of these activities except the last one. As teams demonstrate success with families and supervisors improve their supervisory skills, the consultant begins to balance supervisory tasks with consultative ones. Thus, consultants generally:

• Review interventions for consistency with MST principles.

• Facilitate and reinforce MST case conceptualization.

• Review clinician and supervisor activity for clarity of focus and efficiency of effort.

• Assist team to address barriers to engagement and treatment progress.

• Facilitate critical thinking on behalf of clinicians and supervisor: Can the therapist articulate whether and why interventions are or are not working? Can they cite evidence to support hypotheses about the causes of problems and of treatment successes?

• Encourage and reinforce efforts that are consistent with MST and evidence of progress toward outcomes.

• Assess the development of clinicians and supervisors with respect to competence in MST techniques and MST supervision, and assist the supervisor with the development of strategies to enhance such development.

• Help identify systemic (intra- and inter-organizational) factors that may compromise implementation of MST with a particular case, or across cases, and consult with the team and administrative leadership regarding strategies to address these factors.

Ongoing Supervisor Training

Monthly Supervisor Check-in

Supervisors should master the material in the MST treatment manual (Henggeler et al., 1998) and supervisory manual (Henggeler & Schoenwald, 1998), and consultants should be available (on a scheduled basis and during training), to answer any questions about the material presented in these volumes for supervisors. In addition, consultants provide an hour of monthly telephone consultation to supervisors until evidence clearly indicates that such calls are minimally helpful (i.e., all members of the team are getting positive outcomes, supervisor and team behavior during consultation indicates adherence to MST principles, no systems barriers to program sustainability are arising). If things are going smoothly, the monthly call can be brief (10 to 15 minutes) or decreased in frequency. The primary purpose of the monthly consultation is to assist and monitor supervisor development with respect to the substance, structure, and process of supervision. This time also may be used to develop strategies to help a particular clinician to “get on board” with MST or to develop particular competencies. Programmatic or systems barriers to MST implementation also may be discussed during the monthly consultant-supervisor telephone call. During this call, the consultant does several substantive tasks that include facilitating clinician adherence to principles, solving problems to engagement and treatment success, and assessing and enhancing clinician development with respect to implementation of the MST principles and Do-Loop. Structural and procedural questions may arise about issues such as time management, collegiality, and supervi-
Audiotaped Supervision Review

Currently, most supervisors tape one or two supervision sessions each month for the MST consultant to review, although some have provided such a tape for review on a weekly basis. The consultant reviews the tape before a scheduled telephone call with the supervisor. The consultant and supervisor discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the supervisory session, and the consultant makes specific recommendations to be implemented in the next supervisory session. Although the topic of this review is focused more on supervisor-clinician (and team) interaction than on case-specific details, the consultant’s behavior during the telephone consultation parallels that reflected in team consultation. The consultant develops objectives for the supervision consultation, obtains the supervisor’s perspective on the “fit” of a particular problem in supervision, tries to understand the rationale for a supervisory recommendation or lack of activity that contributed to an unproductive session, and provides a rationale for the recommendations. If it becomes apparent from the monthly audiotaped review and from the behavior of the clinician during weekly phone consultation that the supervisor is having significant difficulties, then weekly audiotaped review and discussion with the consultant is initiated for a time-limited period. When evidence of improved supervisory performance is obtained, the frequency of audiotaped review is reduced.

Booster Training

Booster sessions also are used to support adherence to MST supervisory practices. Typically, several supervisors come together to spend a day with the consultant and focus on audio and/or video-taped supervisory sessions. Each supervisor is required to bring two or three such tapes to the booster. Supervisors are instructed to identify beforehand “brags and drags”—tape segments that illustrate productive and effective supervision process (brags) and particularly challenging aspects of supervision (drags). Feedback about the strengths and weaknesses is provided, and alternative courses of action are role-played. Supervision-related topics of particular interest to the group are identified before the supervision booster, and supervisors are asked to bring some tapes that are relevant to these particular topics. For example, many supervisors struggle to clarify either case- or clinician-specific objectives for each supervision session. To illustrate the struggle and help supervisors develop and meet appropriate objectives, segments of tape are played in which the group must try to identify the supervisor’s objectives. The supervisor whose tape is being played does not identify what his/her objectives were. Opinions about the objectives are compared against the supervisor’s stated objectives, and additional tape is played so that the group can determine the extent to which the objectives were: (a) important to the supervision session, and (b) met. Then, role-playing exercises are conducted to illustrate effective strategies to meet an agreed-upon objective. Similar exercises are done with respect to other aspects of supervision that many supervisors find challenging, such as managing unproductive storytelling, prioritizing the needs of particular cases and clinicians, or helping a clinician who inconsistently adheres to MST principles.

Finally, a supervisory measure currently under development (Schoenwald, Henggeler, & Edwards, 1998) should facilitate identification of aspects of supervision that are more or less problematic for a particular individual.

Tracking Clinician Development

To help supervisors assess a clinician’s development of MST competencies, a variety of tools have been developed. For example, a therapist assessment checklist for supervisors developed by one consultant (Swenson, 1997) appears in Table 1. Several supervisors have reported that the checklist helps them to track therapist development along the key dimensions of adherence to MST principles and facility with
the Do-Loop. Consultants also track clinician strengths and weaknesses over time, and thus can support supervisor assessments of clinician development and collaborate in the development of strategies to enhance competencies in a particular area. As MST programs implement the MST Therapist Adherence Measure (Henggeler & Borduin, 1992), programs will receive periodic feedback regarding clinician adherence to MST principles. Taken together with the outcome data collected by provider organizations, the adherence data will enable supervisors and consultants to identify effective MST therapists.
Table 1

Therapist Assessment

I. Referral Behavior
   - Does the therapist gain a clear understanding of all significant referral behaviors, including frequency, intensity, or seriousness, duration (per episode over time), and systems affected? Is this understanding sufficient to set reasonable termination criteria?
   - At the point of referral, does the therapist identify all of the key participants of the various systems affected by the referral behaviors?

II. Key Participants & Desired Outcomes
   - Does the therapist interview all key participants soon after the referral, as part of the initial assessment process?
   - Does the therapist gain an understanding from all key participants of:
     - Behavior described from the participant’s perspective?
     - Understanding of how that participant understands or makes sense of the problem behavior (fit)? This would include a listing of potential strengths in each of the child’s major systems (individual, family, school, peer, community) that might serve as levers for changing the problem behaviors, and the factors in each of the systems that might support or sustain the problem behaviors (needs or weaknesses)—again, from the perspective of that participant.
     - What that participant thinks needs changing for the behavior to no longer be sustained or supported in the child’s ecology?
     - What the participant would have to see early on to know that the treatment is on the right track?
   - Does the therapist use these interviews for the purpose of initially engaging of all key participants, explaining the MST treatment process and obtaining initial buy-in?
   - Does the therapist effectively overcome barriers to the engagement of key participants?

III. Overarching Goals
   - Does the therapist assemble the information from the initial interviews of the key participants and develop overarching goals which include:
     - A clear statement of the expected change in the problem behavior?
     - A general statement of measurement methodology (i.e., “as evidenced by .”)?
     - A statement by which key participants would measure the change and would agree that the goal has been completed? Sometimes this may take the form of two or more key participants agreeing that the behavior is now manageable in the natural ecology, no longer requiring intensive MST intervention (e.g., agreement between parent and teacher that disruptive behavior is no longer preventing school success).
   - Does the therapist review all overarching goals with the key participants in order to assure that each participant agrees with and is willing to commit to these goals?

IV. MST Conceptualization of “Fit”
   - Does the therapist assemble all systematic strengths and needs/weaknesses gained from records, direct knowledge, and input from key participants into a comprehensive list with emphasis placed on identification of strengths?
   - Does the therapist consider all “fit” information obtained from records, direct knowledge, and input from key participants and then use that information to develop a comprehensive fit assessment of each problem behavior?
   - Are each of the fit factors supported by reliable, observable, and measurable evidence?
Are the fit factors stated in such a way that the therapist, team, and supervisor can hypothesize about the relative influence of each factor on the problem behavior and thus prioritize the factors for intermediary goal setting and intervention development?

V. Intermediary Goals

- Does the therapist select one or more factors deemed to have major influence and write intermediary goals focusing on selected factors?
- Are the intermediary goals written in a manner similar to and clearly linked to one or more of the Overarching Goals including:
  - A clear statement of the expected change in the problem behavior?
  - A general statement of measurement methodology (i.e., “as evidenced by ..”)
  - A statement by which key participants would measure the change, and would agree that the goal has been completed?

VI. Intervention Development

- Does the therapist, with input from the team and supervisor (and, where possible, the parents), list all of the steps of interventions that will likely be required to achieve the intermediary goal?
- Does the therapist prioritize the steps of interventions in a sequential manner, noting the steps or interventions that may be accompanied simultaneously?
- Following the prioritized list for the targeted intermediary goal, does the therapist develop logical interventions that meet the criteria of the nine MST Principles?
- Are the interventions clearly specified?
- Does the therapist ensure that all intervention participants are informed and agree to their role in the intervention implementation?
- Does the therapist develop interventions which challenge the status quo, but which employ sufficient systematic strengths that the intervention has a high likelihood of success?

VII. Intervention Implementation

- Does the therapist have the requisite clinical skills, based on training and experience to effectively implement the specified intervention?
- Did the therapist implement all necessary steps to complete the intervention?
- Did the therapist adequately monitor the implementation to assure success?
- In cases where therapist clinical experience may not be sufficient to promote successful interventions (e.g., marital therapy experience) does the therapist request, and does the supervisor and agency have resources to supply, needed expertise in the form of training and/or consultation?

VIII. Assessment of Advances & Barriers to Intervention Effectiveness

- Does the therapist record the achievement of completed steps and interventions toward completion of an intermediary goal weekly in the “Advances” section of the weekly review sheet used for supervision and consultation?
- Does the therapist identify specific barriers that prevented the completion of a step or intervention and list these on the “barriers” section of the weekly review sheet used for supervision and consultation?
- When barriers are identified, does the therapist conduct a thorough assessment of the fit of these barriers, including a self-assessment of the therapist’s intervention development?

IX. Reconceptualization of Fit—Updating the Treatment Plan

- Does the therapist update, as needed, the initial “strengths and needs/weaknesses” sheet as new information is obtained?
- Does the therapist compare intervention results with the fit assessment for each problem behavior to ensure that new information supports the current understanding of the fit?
When new information conflicts with the current understanding of the fit, does the therapist, team and supervisor, revise the fit assessment to incorporate the new information (e.g., parent has relapsed, marital problems more serious than previously thought)?

Does the therapist review the overall treatment strategy and make adjustments when indicated?

**General Assessment**

- Can the therapist articulate the treatment plan and strategy clearly and concisely, from a clear MST perspective?
- Does the therapist demonstrate a clear commitment to implementing MST with treatment mode integrity?
- When the therapist questions the appropriateness of using MST interventions (e.g., with a population or problem not validated by MST clinical trials), does the therapist bring these questions to supervision and consultation?
- Does the therapist come to group supervision prepared to review all current MST cases?
- Does the therapist follow through with MST interventions recommended by the team and/or supervisor?
- Does the therapist demonstrate interest in and contribute to the cases presented by other therapists during group supervision?
- Is the therapist knowledgeable enough about the cases of other therapists that he/she would be able to provide coverage without threat to treatment continuity and integrity?
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Required Reading for MST Consultants
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Development and Validation of MST as an Effective Treatment

Early Clinical Trials
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**Research on Child Psychotherapies**

**General Reviews**


**Empirically Validated Family Therapies**


Empirically Validated Treatments for Conduct, Oppositional, and Disruptive Behavior Problems

See reviews by Kazdin, Weisz and Weiss (1993) listed under “General Reviews” above.


**Cognitive-Behavioral Treatments**


Children's Mental Health Services Research

General Reviews


System-of-Care Studies


Community-Based Models of Service Delivery/Family Preservation Services


Therapeutic Foster Care


Intensive Case Management


Wrap-Around Process/Services


Research on Delinquency & Adolescent Substance Abuse—Correlates and Causes


### Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder


### Research on Parent-Child Relations and Parenting Typologies (including maltreatment)


**Marital Relations and Interventions**
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Single Parents and Families in Transition


Peer Relations and Peer Interventions


**School Based Interventions**
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